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Spelling list: Characters in The Hitchhiker's Guide to the 
Galaxy

 by Douglas Adams is a hilariously absurd and satirical journey through The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy
space and time. When Earth is unexpectedly destroyed, Arthur Dent embarks on a cosmic adventure, 
encountering bizarre worlds and even more bizarre creatures.

Arthur
 Dent is a quintessential Englishman who finds himself in absurd Arthur

situations.

Dent
Arthur  is a quintessential Englishman who finds himself in absurd Dent

situations.

Ford
 Prefect, Arthur's friend and researcher for the 'Hitchhiker's Guide', Ford

introduces him to the bewildering world of space travel.

Prefect
Ford  , Arthur's friend and researcher for the 'Hitchhiker's Guide', Prefect

introduces him to the bewildering world of space travel.

Zaphod
 Beeblebrox, the eccentric two-headed ex-President of the Galaxy, Zaphod

leads the group on their intergalactic adventures with flair.

Beeblebrox
Zaphod  , the eccentric two-headed ex-President of the Galaxy, Beeblebrox

leads the group on their intergalactic adventures with flair.

Trillian
 , an astrophysicist, brings intelligence and charm to the group as she Trillian

joins Zaphod on the journey.

Marvin
 , the chronically depressed robot, offers a constant stream of morose Marvin

commentary amid the chaos.

Slartibartfast
 , the Magrathean planet designer, guides the group through Slartibartfast

the mysteries of the cosmos.

Deep
eep Thought, the supercomputer, is tasked with calculating the Answer to 

the Ultimate Question of Life, the Universe, and Everything.

Thought
eep  , the supercomputer, is tasked with calculating the Answer to Thought

the Ultimate Question of Life, the Universe, and Everything.
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Gag
 Halfrunt, Zaphod's corrupt advisor, is known for his scheming and Gag

manipulation.

Halfrunt
Gag  , Zaphod's corrupt advisor, is known for his scheming and Halfrunt

manipulation.

Vogons
 , bureaucratic and unpleasant aliens, are infamous for their bad Vogons

poetry and their role in Earth's destruction.

Zarniwoop
 , a senior researcher at the Institute for Advanced Study of Zarniwoop

Being Quite Surprised, adds intrigue to the group's adventures.
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